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Finding a Lower-Risk Path
to High-Impact Innovations
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The pursuit of major innovations is often seen as a risky endeavor.
However, there is a lower-risk way to commercialize certain types
of high-impact innovations — by viewing initial applications as “lily
pads” that a company can reach before leaping to the next market.

No

BY JOSEPH V. SINFIELD AND FREDDY SOLIS

WHEN PEOPLE TALK about innovation, they often envision the big technical or conceptual

Do

advances that change the way we live — developments that have profound and lasting impact.
Corning Inc.’s research in low-loss fused silica in the 1970s, which paved the way for breakthroughs
in fiber-optic communications, sensing, and imaging applications, falls into this category. Early
research by the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), which established the
foundations of machine-to-machine communication protocols and the Internet, clearly does too.
Another example is the technique of crowdsourcing, which has spawned dramatic and previously
unimagined solutions to business and technical challenges (for example, the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration’s [NASA’s] Citizen Science, Kiva’s crowdfunding platform, or Foldit, the
online game about protein folding).
Stories of foundational investments that unleashed enduring growth for major companies have been
etched into our business lore. Procter & Gamble Co.’s investments in science, for example, led to the formulation of Tide and other synthetic detergents as well as mass-produced diapers. DuPont’s early
investments in synthetic fibers and polymers (which were considered highly uncertain at the time) led to
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THE LEADING
QUESTION

How can
organizations
pursue
high-impact
innovations
effectively?
FINDINGS
Consider the long
term potential of
innovative ideas in
terms of reach, significance, paradigm
change, and
longevity.
Look for initial

applications for the
innovation that can
serve as “lily pads”
from which you
can jump to other
markets.
Think about new

application spaces,
even if they are beyond the context in
which the innovation was conceived.
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The Risk-Return Paradox

The perception of risk that underlies these trends is
founded in classical risk-return doctrine.1 Innovation initiatives and the funding programs that
support them are generally viewed as “investments,”

tC

ABOUT THE RESEARCH

with an expectation that taking higher risks should
be rewarded with higher returns. At the low-risk,
low-return end of the spectrum, we tend to see investments that drive incremental innovation or
development of innovations that are already proven.
At the opposite extreme are corporate “skunk works”
that seek to drive innovation in technology and business models to develop whole new product or service
categories. Similarly, programs such as DARPA,
which finance a portfolio of blue-sky initiatives,
offer no guarantees that any particular innovation
will pay off. But if such initiatives are successful, they
can create widespread benefits for society.2
The accepted wisdom involving risk and return
has led many to assume that high returns must be
accompanied by high risk, while low-risk innovations tend to involve low returns. This leaves a
notable void: a zone of investments that offer lower
risk and high return. Our research suggests that this
zone is not a null set, particularly when “return” is
reframed as “positive impact,” both for the organization pursuing the innovation and for others, and
when focus is placed not only on the investment itself but also on how it is pursued. The link between
financial results and impact stems from user adoption, which can be accelerated through broader
engagement with a new idea. We recognize that this
notion is counterintuitive. Indeed, some might
argue that successful innovation “moonshots” are
the results of serendipity, risk taking, and a long evolutionary process. However, based on what we
learned from a number of cases in our research, the
risk of a high-impact effort stems not only from the
ambitious nature of the goals but also from the way
goals are framed and pursued. (See “About the Research.”) In this article, we examine a proactive and
comparatively less risky approach to pursuing highimpact innovation — one that strings together “lily
pads” of capability-building investments, technical
and conceptual advances, and market explorations
into what we call enabling innovations.3
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the development of nylon and Teflon. For Procter &
Gamble and DuPont, the innovations have spurred
decades of growth and opened doors to an array of related businesses, while also generating beneficial
impacts for their customers.
However, significant innovation breakthroughs
are rare occurrences in most domains. In addition to
being perceived as difficult (and costly) to orchestrate, pursuing breakthrough innovation is widely
seen as extremely risky. In fact, in a number of industries, including pharmaceuticals and petrochemicals,
tolerance for risk taking has fallen sharply in recent
years. For several reasons, including near-term investor pressures, a tendency to “stick to what we
know,” and concerns about general market volatility,
making big bets on breakthrough innovations has
become more difficult to justify.
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We pursued three research streams that were iteratively triangulated over the course
of five years. First, we tried to integrate seemingly disparate insights within and
across perspectives and disciplines related to the challenge of innovating with high
impact. We examined bodies of literature that are relevant to high-impact innovations,
including management, design, entrepreneurism, systems, and learning, with the
goal of placing specialized high-impact innovation knowledge into a broader context.
Included in this generative synthesis were perspectives found across the policy, design, economics, and history of science bodies of knowledge, as well as research and
reports from nongovernmental organizations that were used to characterize impact
and define its links to innovation.
Second, we did a qualitative study of secondary research sources that documented the history of high-impact innovations using a technique called thematic
analysis. We analyzed these historical case examples, which ranged from the development of lasers to the evolution of microfinance, to identify patterns of innovation
impact across situations that spanned the technological and conceptual domains.
Our third and final research stream consisted of a technique called verbal protocol
analysis, which was employed to study performance tasks centered on a societal
“grand challenge.” We asked 28 leading innovation consultants, innovation executives, university professors, and students viewed as leading innovators to state their
thought process as they approached the performance task. The observations were
transcribed for analysis and studied to understand and codify patterns of thought and
action associated with high-impact innovation pursuits.
The iterative triangulation of these research streams resulted in what we describe
as “the enabling innovation model” and a related set of competencies and proactive
design behaviors to design for high-impact innovation.i This research was conducted
with generous support from the Purdue University Engineer of 2020 Initiative, the
Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnologia (CONACYT) from the government of
Mexico, and Purdue’s Bilsland Strategic Initiatives Fellowship.
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Framing Innovation From
a New Perspective
Academics have been exploring different aspects of
innovation and technological change for several decades.4 During this period, numerous definitions
and classifications have emerged. Our definition
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THE ENABLING INNOVATION MODEL

Enabling innovations form the foundation for a cascade of progressive innovations that serve a broad array of purposes in multiple contexts and drive a
change in paradigm, collectively driving tremendous cumulative impact. These
innovations can typically be traced back to a series of fundamental breakthroughs. Between the breakthrough period and the impact cascade there is
a critical stage called the enabling window. Decisions made in the enabling
window (including decisions to string together a series of lily pad markets)
allow organizations to build capabilities and explore markets that affect the
timing and magnitude of impact achieved.
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characterizes innovation as a “new or different idea
introduced into use or practice that has a positive
impact on society.”5 Implicit in this definition are
four perspectives that embrace and extend beyond
historical frameworks and inform proactive innovation design and development: the perspectives of
solutions, users, problems, and impact.6
Traditionally, researchers focused on characterizing innovation from a solution perspective (for
instance, radical, incremental, product, and process
innovation, or general purpose technology).7 Subsequent work highlighted the benefit of taking a
user perspective and called attention to the importance of addressing a latent need or problem (for
example, disruptive or market-creating innovations that address “jobs to be done”).8 However,
innovation impact — the driver of adoption and
subsequent economic success — has historically
been overlooked except in retrospective assessments of economic metrics such as job creation,
productivity gains, and capital returns.
The potential to achieve impact can guide decisions that managers must make to screen, shape, and
develop innovations. Rather than thinking about
impact retrospectively, we can, in fact, think about
impact proactively. To appreciate how impact works,
we developed an innovation impact model that
looks at impact along four dimensions: reach, significance, paradigm change, and longevity:9
• Reach measures the breadth of influence and refers to the number of individuals, groups, and
societal segments affected by an innovation.
• Significance refers to the magnitude of benefits
across measures of economics, environment,
health, and culture driven by an innovation.
• Paradigm change conveys the degree to which an
innovation changes implicit or explicit worldviews in a particular domain.
• Longevity speaks to how long an innovation is able
to exert influence.
Examining impact from these perspectives can
help both business leaders and policymakers understand how innovations drive large-scale change in
people’s lives. For example, Apple Inc.’s efforts to
drive global use of smartphones resulted in changes
in lifestyle and social habits, expansion of economic
value chains and ecosystems, and installation of new
infrastructure to drive increased connectivity.
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Similarly, getting one billion people to join Facebook
required far-reaching changes in how people communicate and manage personal relationships.
Compared with other types of innovation, enabling innovations excel in each of the impact
dimensions we have named.10 They can satisfy multiple purposes across contexts, which in turn gives
them the ability to deliver exceptional impact. In
exploring how enabling innovations work, the
focus isn’t just on users, their problems, or related
solutions — though these perspectives are important — but also on how the impact unfolds and the
strategies that can be used to proactively shape it.

A Model of Innovation Impact
In evaluating innovations by their impact, we have
found that there are three major stages that occur over
time: the breakthrough period, the enabling window,
and what we refer to as the progressive innovation
cascade.11 (See “The Enabling Innovation Model.”)
The Breakthrough Period Driving the significant

impact that stems from an enabling innovation
typically begins with breakthroughs: technical discoveries, inventions, or conceptual leaps that
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development programs tended to create disadvantages
for the poorest group. A vicious cycle would emerge in
which the relatively wealthy would lend the poor capital at interest rates they couldn’t afford. Eventually he
realized that this cycle could be broken by creating
mechanisms to provide microloans.13

The Enabling Window Breakthrough insights by

themselves are not enough to drive an idea toward
broad, enabling impact. Innovators must navigate
the enabling window, the critical stage in which
multiple insights and capabilities coalesce. During
this stage, innovation leaders often have opportunities to make decisions about which capabilities to
develop and which application contexts to pursue
that will affect the significance as well as the adoption rate of the innovation.
Through our research we have found that there are
two distinct paths for navigating the enabling window
and achieving high impact: the moonshot approach,
in which innovators relentlessly stay on one track in a
make-or-break effort to accomplish their objective,
and the less risky lily pad strategy. (See “Two Approaches to Navigating the Enabling Window.”)
With the moonshot strategy, an organization
pursues the enabling innovation vision relentlessly
through small tests and incremental advances in a
single, focused application space for as long as it
takes to succeed. This often requires significant
early commitments of capital and steadfast support. When the objectives are achieved, the benefits
can be substantial and can trickle down to other
applications. However, because innovations pursued in this way are locked into a vision for a
specific application context or collection of capabilities, opportunities to accelerate capability
development and realize impact in alternate contexts during the enabling window are mostly
ignored. Many times, moonshot efforts fail as financial and political support erodes due to the lack
of results, making it difficult to turn breakthroughs
into enabling innovations.14
With the lily pad strategy, innovators can be more
strategic about how they implement their vision.
Rather than risking large amounts of resources on
one path, they pursue a series of lower-risk initiatives. To do this, they must link the current
capabilities of their solutions, whether in parts or as
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represent a step change even if they initially have little impact. That is what happened with the Global
Positioning System (GPS), which is the foundation
of a host of applications including automobile navigation systems, Google Maps, and an array of
handheld and wearable devices. GPS began with a
series of breakthrough insights more than 50 years
ago, when Johns Hopkins University physicists William Guier and George Weiffenbach invented a way
to calculate the location of Russia’s Sputnik satellite
using its radio signals, a radio receiver, and a principle in physics called the Doppler effect.12 In the
course of their work, Guier and Weiffenbach realized
that they could solve the reverse problem as well —
that is, calculate the location of a receiver on the
ground using the satellite’s signals. This discovery
led to multiple technical breakthroughs in satellite
orbital tracking computations and electromagnetic
signal processing to track objects on earth.
Not every enabling innovation begins with technical breakthroughs, however. The development of
modern microfinance, for example, was founded
largely on conceptual breakthroughs. Muhammad
Yunus, founder of the Grameen Bank, conducted
observational studies in Bangladesh and studied government and social science definitions of “poor” to
develop a deeper understanding of poverty. He understood that mixing people at different tiers of poverty in
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TWO APPROACHES TO NAVIGATING
THE ENABLING WINDOW

No

“Moonshot” innovation initiatives typically involve long periods of significant resource
investment in the pursuit of advances in a single application space until the goal is
achieved. With “lily pad” strategies, capabilities are developed and introduced opportunistically in application spaces that are ready for adoption. Progress in one lily pad
garners resources/cash flow earlier in the development process and can create a pathway for subsequent lily pads in other application spaces.
Moonshot strategy

Generational
advance n
3

Enabling
innovation

Lily pad n

Enabling
innovation

Lily pad 2

Generational 2
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Do

Lily pad strategy
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Adoption leads to resources and/or cash ﬂow, which allows
the work to continue and creates a ‘lily pad’ on which the
innovation can ‘land’ on its way to a larger goal.
originally imagined for medical purposes, early
X-ray devices were used for entertainment in department stores and for security and customs
inspection in train stations. Dentists were the first to
routinely use X-rays in the medical professions: Initially, X-ray devices were better suited to scan teeth
than other parts of the body due to exposure time
and resolution constraints.15 These examples illustrate how enabling innovations jump across lily pads
while in the enabling window, suggesting that the lily
pad strategy can be employed proactively.
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a whole, to end-user needs in application spaces
ready to accept them. The goal isn’t to satisfy a specific end-user or application (although innovators
typically do have a long-term target end-user or application in mind). Rather, it’s to satisfy any end-user
who will adopt now. The reason is simple: Adoption
leads to resources and/or cash flow, which allows the
work to continue and creates a “lily pad” on which
the innovation initiative can “land” on its way to a
larger goal. The idea is to jump across lily pads —
even in spaces that may seem of secondary strategic
importance — as early as possible as a means of
building interest in the concept (internally and externally), thus retaining the “right” to stay in
business, with the eventual goal of bringing together
parts of an enabling innovation over time.
For example, consider the differences between
how radar technology and mobile robotics were
developed. Radar was developed using a classic
moonshot strategy. During World War II, researchers across multiple nations worked to
develop radar for high-performance military applications, building on earlier breakthroughs.
Then, after the war, radar technology “trickled
down” into broader applications. By contrast, mobile robotics has followed a course that’s consistent
with a lily pad strategy. For example, management
of iRobot Corp., one of the market leaders, has systematically matched its achievable performance to
application contexts that could generate financial
returns comparatively rapidly while building
awareness and societal acceptance of the underlying technology. iRobot has advanced quickly from
breakthroughs from military and space research to
applications in oil exploration and extraction, disaster management, and children’s toys, to
household vacuuming, pool cleaning, maritime
applications, and environmental monitoring.
Other examples of enabling innovations have
tended to follow a lily pad process as well, albeit unintentionally. Although X-ray technology was
SLOANREVIEW.MIT.EDU

The Progressive Innovation Cascade Innovations transition out of the enabling window and
become true enabling innovations once their capabilities are agglomerated and applied in the form of
progressive innovations that fulfill different purposes across different contexts. At this point, the
innovation can drive a cascade of impacts across
multiple dimensions. The laser provides a good example. Lasers changed our ability to ablate material,
to measure distance, and to communicate. Not only
have lasers spawned new companies, revolutionized medical procedures, and created jobs; the
technology, which was developed more than 50
years ago, continues to generate advances today.
Conceptual enablers can be just as powerful. The
concept of crowdsourcing, for example, has enabled other conceptual innovations including
crowdfunding, citizen science, and the sharing
economy, each applying crowdsourcing techniques
for different purposes (such as problem solving,
pooling resources, curating collections, or identifying patterns), resulting in significant impact.
Because the impact of historical enabling innovations seems obvious in hindsight,16 the question
arises: How do you proactively spot and shape enabling innovations? Our research was designed to
answer this question. We focused on the identification of proactive patterns of thought and action to
make enabling innovation possible.
SUMMER 2016 MIT SLOAN MANAGEMENT REVIEW 83
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If innovation leaders proactively identify the ecosystem changes
that may stem from an innovation, they can get a sense of the
innovation’s signiﬁcance.
Spotting Enabling Innovations
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A common set of characteristics underpins enabling
innovations and makes it possible to spot and shape
them. These characteristics can guide leaders in
managing their investments in innovation.
1. Enabling innovations tend to offer multiple
pathways from first principles to impact. In essence, a first principles pathway indicates what an
innovation can “do” in the most fundamental
sense, without ties to a particular industry, application, or context. For example, lasers, at the most
fundamental level, are sources of coherent light
created through a physics principle called stimulated emission. For its part, crowdsourcing is a
mechanism to aggregate resources, which could be
insights, money, or emotional support. For any
given innovation, thinking about the paths to impact from first principles provides an indication of
the innovation’s potential and highlights the spectrum of possibilities for achieving impact.
2. They have relevance to multiple purpose categories. Enabling innovations can be employed in
multiple purpose categories to solve fundamentally
different types of problems. Different purpose categories can be identified by describing the challenges
that an enabling innovation can address through a
first principles pathway without tying them to a specific context. Coherent light from lasers, for example,
can be used for various purposes: to transmit data,
ablate material, or measure distance. GPS is widely
used for locating objects or people in physical spaces,
but it can also be used to measure travel speed or to
synchronize timing instruments.
3. They have utility across many application
spaces. Enabling innovations are useful in many
application spaces. Crowdsourcing, for instance, is
useful when pooling financial resources in a philanthropic context (for example, Kiva) and also in
an entrepreneurial context (for instance, Kickstarter). Similarly, radar can be used to detect and
avoid objects in navigation and is also helpful in

identifying patterns in geologic formations or meteorology, or in assessing the speed of an
approaching vehicle in law enforcement.
4. They offer the potential to change existing
societal perspectives. Enabling innovations expose
and/or challenge what we call hidden worldviews to
establish new paradigms, reframe familiar problems, or introduce new cultural norms. The history
of anesthesia offers a good example. Before the development of modern anesthesia, people had a very
different notion about invasive surgery. However,
once medical practitioners learned how to administer anesthesia to manage pain, the criteria for
surgical skill changed — from being fast to being
cautious and accurate.17
5. They offer possibilities for reconfiguring
ecosystems. Enabling innovations often reconfigure ecosystems. Take the development of radar. As
radar gained popularity, a network of special antennas was required for applications such as
weather prediction, leading to the emergence of
new technology, suppliers, and jobs, as well as new
information that was useful on a daily basis for
consumers and that dramatically affected quality of
life. If innovation leaders proactively identify the
ecosystem changes that may stem from an innovation, they can get a sense of the innovation’s
significance and its potential to be enabling.
6. They tend to have significant potential for
improvement. Enabling innovations exhibit room
for improvement (what we call headroom) to fulfill
different purposes or extend to new contexts.
The improvements could involve technology,
economics, or ecosystem alignment. For example,
early GPS receivers could receive signals only every
few hours, which limited the potential applications. Early X-ray devices had similar constraints;
they took several hours to generate images.
However, the potential for improvements can
often be envisioned early. Innovation roadmaps
founded on “what if” analyses can highlight priority
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should be considered as an enabling innovation or
a progressive innovation, or whether there’s a specific component of the innovation that could be
further developed. GPS provides a good example.
Early in its development, those in the field recognized its potential to be applied for many purposes
in multiple contexts, and they even began to articulate some of the important issues that needed
to be addressed (such as security and privacy). 18
Not only has the underlying technology of GPS
been applied across many different contexts, but it
continues to provide solutions that have farreaching implications for society.
2. Envision and proactively pursue “lily pad”
markets to fuel the development of desired capabilities. Lily pad applications for an enabling
innovation provide opportunities to match capability, purpose, and context in a manner that
advances select performance dimensions of the innovation, aligns elements of ecosystems, and/or
begins to shift worldviews. Many high-impact innovations have unfolded this way. For example, a
series of capability-building lily pads related to the
uses and production of glass are at the foundation
of fiber optics. One of the very first applications of
light-guiding glass was to illuminate teeth for dental exams. 19 Later, optical fibers were used in
medical settings for remote illumination and in the
military to enhance visual range. Improvements in
glass production and expanded transmission bands
opened up other applications, such as fiber-optic
long-distance communication. A similar proliferation of capabilities has taken place in mobile
robotics.20 Feedback from early applications can be
used to identify future development paths that lead
to other potential lily pads.
3. Monetize steps along the way by going beyond
common industry boundaries. Beyond solution optimization, a lily pad strategy can generate critical
resources needed for continued development of a
concept, reducing the time to results and reducing
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capabilities, preview new application spaces, and
suggest possible alternate development paths.
7. They offer diverse solution forms and combinations. Enabling innovations can manifest in an
array of solution forms and combinations. Radar,
for example, comes in multiple forms. It can be
pulsed or continuous, active or passive, unidirectional or bidirectional, or Doppler. The same goes
for lasers, which can be based on various substances, including gas, liquid chemicals, solid state
gain media, or semiconductors. The versatility of
enabling innovations can be enhanced when used
in combination with other innovations.
8. They drive a foreseeable impact cascade.
Enabling innovations generate a foreseeable impact
cascade. As a result, leaders and decision makers can
identify enablers by projecting the reach, significance, paradigm change, and longevity potential of
innovations. For example, manipulating the X-ray
region in the electromagnetic spectrum, although
often associated with monitoring and improving
people’s health, also stimulated the creation of new
industries (for example, protective clothing and exposure sensors), provided new ways to scan our
environment (such as X-ray astronomy), and
shaped many elements of culture (for instance, improved security through luggage inspection).
Frequently, many of the benefits are apparent long
before they are implemented.

Realizing Enabling Innovations

Do

No

Once an organization understands the characteristics of enabling innovations, what can management
do to create and capture them? Based on our research, we have identified four enabling actions:
1. Screen for the characteristics of enabling
innovations at the front end. All ideas (or components of ideas) should be screened based on the
characteristics described above. Such screening
can help decision makers understand whether
their investments and the path to development

SLOANREVIEW.MIT.EDU

A lily pad strategy can generate critical resources needed for
continued development of a concept, reducing the time to
results and reducing the overall level of risk.
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commercial partnerships with S.C. Johnson & Son,
the cleaning supply company, and Hasbro Inc., the
toy company. Each of these lily pads provided a distinct insight into the technology and how it could
be monetized, without causing the innovator (in
this case, iRobot) to lose sight of the longer-term
goal of a broader enabling innovation.
4. Understand and proactively shape the ecosystem. Organizations that wish to achieve
enabling innovations must be ready to articulate,
structure, and proactively address the broad spectrum of forces at work in the ecosystems that the
innovator may encounter throughout the enabling window. These forces span the systemic,
technical, economic, sociological, and psychological domains; they can include traditional factors
such as the presence of alternative solutions and
regulations, as well as less commonly examined issues such as prevailing norms and deeply seated
paradigms that could limit change. Prior to the
rise of anesthesia, for example, surgical skill was
measured in terms of speed; even in the early days
after its introduction, many people considered
anesthesia a “needless luxury.”23 Years of live surgical exhibitions, academic publications, and
patient testimonials were required to shift the surgical community’s practices. Life insurance faced
similar cultural resistance from people who objected to placing a monetary value on life and
death. Today, innovative organizations are demonstrating an awareness of broader ecosystem
issues and driving the change they need to realize
their vision. For example, Google Inc. designs its
own servers optimized for data-center efficiency,
and Amazon.com Inc. leases fleets of cargo planes
to address its massive demand for freight
transportation.
The net result of these philosophies is that enabling innovations can develop more quickly, with
increased opportunities for self-funding and
reduced levels of risk. With the lily pad approach,
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the overall level of risk. The key is to be proactive and
expansive in defining new application spaces. Many
managers are reluctant to apply ideas beyond the
context in which they were conceived. However, this
view ignores the possibilities for faster adoption of
solutions in other contexts. The development of
silicon transistors offers a good example of how
monetization forms can vary along lily pads.
Although Bell Labs pioneered the germanium transistor, it was Texas Instruments Inc. (TI), originally a
company providing seismic exploration services to
the oil industry, that played the pivotal role in advancing the enabling innovation. While TI had a
license to manufacture transistors from Bell Labs, it
saw more potential in developing silicon transistors
than in germanium transistors, which if successful
would be cheaper to make. To monetize its investments, TI employed a strategy that resembled a
lily pad approach. First, it partnered with another
company to make transistors for pocket radios; then
it developed some of the first commercially available
microchips, which were sold to the military and the
space program.21 TI’s next — and most dramatic —
leap was into high-volume pocket calculators for
consumers. Similarly, the early history of synthetic
chemistry, although originally intended for human
health purposes, can be traced back to the synthetic
dye industry. Many Swiss and German companies,
such as Bayer AG, monetized chemical capabilities
in dyes before becoming pharmaceutical
companies.22
The proactive pursuit of lily pad application
spaces requires going beyond the usual strategic
boundaries. This may require monetizing developments via a different business model, or making
trade-offs that might not be viewed as optimal
using traditional lenses. Before launching the
Roomba vacuum, for example, iRobot explored
multiple monetization paths. As the first step, it
garnered research contracts with the military and
space exploration agencies. Then it pursued
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Many managers are reluctant to apply ideas beyond the
context in which they were conceived. However, this view
ignores the possibilities for faster adoption of solutions in
other contexts.
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While we acknowledge that some efforts to innovate are
binary (they either succeed or they don’t, and it often takes
time and effort to ﬁnd out), many are not.
Getting Ready for
Enabling Innovations

By successfully spotting, shaping, and pursuing enabling innovations using lily pad strategies,
organizations can reduce the risk of pursuing highimpact opportunities that can drive enduring growth.
We recognize, however, that proactive use of the approaches and insights outlined here is nontrivial, and
it likely requires leaders to carefully rethink many elements of their approach to innovation. To improve
their ability to innovate effectively, organizations can
benefit by considering the following questions:
• Do you understand the role of enabling innovation
in your strategy? Although we focus heavily on enabling innovation in this article, other forms of
innovation can (and should) be part of a balanced
innovation portfolio. Achieving the right timing and
balance for enabling innovation in your organization’s innovation portfolio requires understanding
the organization’s history and having a view on its
future environment. Many organizations are operating right now on the cascade created by a previous
enabling innovation, and when that enabling innovation runs its course, such organizations will need
to find another one. Understanding where your organization is in the enabling innovation model can
help inform your strategy and determine how much
effort you should dedicate to spotting and capturing
an enabling innovation.
• Can you spot potential enabling innovations? Employing the insights described here may require
innovation teams to think differently. By asking who
might want to use this capability, organizations are
opening up new paths, at least some of which are
counterintuitive and uncertain. However, engaging
in this exercise can help would-be innovators appreciate their possibilities and prioritize potential
investments using a powerful lens.
• Do you have the business model flexibility to pursue a lily pad strategy? Succeeding with enabling
innovation requires an organization to have the
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organizations may not work with their ideal endusers or in their preferred contexts at the outset.
Nevertheless, their activities may advance them toward to their long-term goal. In the case of iRobot,
although the company wanted to use robots to
solve problems that impacted people’s lives,24 to
generate the revenue it needed it maintained flexibility by developing products and capabilities in
several new arenas that were outside its target market. By doing so, it broadened its expertise. The
company continues to pursue this strategy,25 adapting its capabilities and business model to such new
markets as law enforcement, homeland security,
elder care, home automation, landscaping, agriculture, and construction. In this respect, iRobot has
strategically understood its capabilities and pathways to impact from a first principles perspective
and made connections to lily pads that have allowed the company to advance.
While we acknowledge that some efforts to innovate are binary (they either succeed or they don’t,
and it often takes time and effort to find out), many
are not. What’s more, even environments that seem
suited to moonshots lend themselves to identifying
opportunities for lily pads, as the capabilities
needed to develop enabling innovations in these
types of environments are likely to be relevant in
other domains. For example, back in the 1880s,
Pfizer Inc.’s research into fermentation led to
chemical advances in the production of citric acid
that had applications in the manufacture of soft
drinks such as Coca-Cola and Pepsi, which were
growing in popularity at the end of the 19th century. Not only did these capabilities provide the
company with decades of growth; they helped the
pharmaceutical company develop deep-tank
fermentation methods later used for the production of penicillin. 26 Indeed, it’s possible that
advances can be achieved that generate significant
value — either scientifically or from a market perspective — if applied to other settings immediately.
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True enabling innovations can yield rewards that go far beyond
most other forms of innovation and give companies a longlasting competitive edge.
Purdue University. Comment on this article at
http://sloanreview.mit.edu/x/57416, or contact the
authors at smrfeedback@mit.edu.
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